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Design Connect

Get inspired! Show off your dream nursery and see what’s new at Bratt. We want to hear what’s 
going on with you. Be a part of the fun on any of our social media outlets. Join the #brattpack.   

Every nursery is personal. After all, it holds priceless 
treasures. So, we are thrilled to announce the debut 
of our online design board. You can now create and 
share your very own design board through all of your 
social media channels and emails. It’s a wonderful 
way to include everyone in this amazing journey.   
Log on to brattdecor.com to get started. 

Congratulations and sweet dreams.

brattdecor.com/design_board.cfm @brattdecor

facebook.com/brattdecorpinterest.com/brattdecor @bratt_decor



chelsea distressed black
chelsea lifetime crib: $1159  
chelsea dresser: $1339  |  chelsea 
changing tray: $159  |  chelsea 
armoire: $1839  |  radiance rug: 
$1210  |  covington crib bumper: 
$190  |  covington crib sheet: $60   
covington crib skirt: $170  |  elliot 
chandelier: $608  |  st. regis glider: 
$1592  |  st. regis ottoman: $552   
royal mirror: $276
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casablanca gold
casablanca crib (opposite): $699   |   jar lantern: $646   |   sunburst mirror: $278 
hudson mirror: $682   |   casablanca daybed kit: $209
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joy distressed white
joy crib: $599  |  classic double 
changer: $899  |  radiance rug: 
$1210  |  winchester chandelier: 
$446  |  newport glider: $598 
newport ottoman: $240  |  sydney 
crib rail: $180  |  sydney crib sheet: 
$62  |  sydney crib skirt: $230  
sydney decorative pillow: $65   
sydney curtain set (2 panels): $210
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rug collections
urban sheepskin rug (available in slate, ivory, linen, and toffee): $420 - $620
radiance rug (opposite: available in sand, dove, sky, pearl, blush): $1210

sydney nursery bedding collection
joy crib: $599  |  sydney crib bumper: $180  |  sydney crib sheet: $62    
sydney crib skirt: $230  |  sydney pram blanket: $140
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chelsea distressed black
chelsea sleigh crib: $989  |  kensington crib rail: $170  |  kensington crib sheet: $48   
kensington pleated crib skirt: $190  |  kensington curtain set (2 panels): $180    
chelsea darling dresser (opposite): $1179  |  tufted glider (opposite): $770  |  tufted 
ottoman (opposite): $218  |  chelsea bookcase (opposite): $549



chelsea distressed black
chelsea sleigh crib: $989  |  chelsea 
toddler bed kit: $169  |  chelsea 
bookcase: $549  |  kensington crib 
sheet: $48  |  kensington pleated 
crib skirt: $190   kensington pram 
blanket: $100  |  kensington 
decorative pillow: $60  |  kensington 
curtain set (2 panels): $180   
radiance rug: $1210
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chandelier collection
(1) victoria chandelier: $608  |  (2) rosette chandelier: $693  |  (3) winchester 
chandelier: $446  |  (4) athena chandelier: $406  |  (5) brittany chandelier: $378    
(6) jar lantern: $646  |  (7) soho chandelier: $338  |  (8) elliot chandelier: $608     
(9) hot pink teardrop chandelier: $173  |  (10) elliot pendant: $538
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j’adore distressed white
j’adore crib-cradle: $899  |  classic changing 
chest: $529  |  monogrammed classic armoire: 
$879  |  serafina j’adore crib bumper: $210   
serafina oval crib sheet: $70  |  serafina j’adore 
crib skirt: $140  |  victoria chandelier: $608   
hepburn glider: $1634  |  hepburn ottoman: 
$584  |  elegance mirror: $186  |  urban 
sheepsking rug: $620
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serafina collection
serafina j’adore cradle bumper (opposite): $150  |  serafina oval cradle sheet 
(opposite): $50  | serafina j’adore cradle skirt (opposite): $100  |  serafina j’adore 
crib bumper (opposite): $210  |  serafina oval crib sheet (opposite): $70  |  serafina 
j’adore crib skirt (opposite): $140  |  serafina curtains (2 panels): $260 - $300
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chelsea white
chelsea lifetime crib (displayed as a crib on opposite page and a full 
bed above): $1159  |  chelsea lifetime full bed kit: $103  | chelsea night 
stand: $329  |  adagio crib bumper (opposite): $380  |  adagio crib sheet 
(opposite): $64  |  adagio crib skirt (opposite): $374  |  urban sheepskin 
rug (opposite): $620  |  bebe chandelier (opposite): $538
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parisian distressed black
parisian 3 in 1 crib: $759  |  monogrammed 
classic armoire: $879  |  bebe pique 
bassinet: $320  |  blanc noir crib bumper: 
$220  |   jersey crib sheet: $20   |   bebe pique 
crib skirt: $120   |  studded brilliance glider: 
$998  |  black stacking pendant chandelier: 
$382  |  urban sheepskin rug: $620
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chelsea antique silver
chelsea darling crib-cradle: $1199    
chelsea dresser: $1339  |  chelsea 
changing tray: $159  |  chelsea 
armoire: $1839  |  chelsea darling 
oval crib sheet: $62  |  chelsea darling 
oval crib skirt: $66  |  hepburn chair: 
$1562  |  urban sheepskin rug: $620    
bernhardt oval mirror: $320

chelsea darling crib-cradle: $1199 chelsea darling dresser w/changing tray: $1338chelsea darling daybed kit: $149 chelsea booksase: $549



Serafina
Now you can carry the timeless 

elegance of Serafina throughout 

your entire nursery. 

Start with a base color palette of 

either white or cream, then choose 

from seven gorgeous bow colors 

to complete your set. Bows are 

easily removable and also available 

in custom colors. The Serafina 

collection features a la carte pricing, 

which means you choose only the 

pieces you want. 

All pieces are available in luxurious 

faux silk (shown) or real silk.

Serafina offers elegant solutions for:

  • standard crib bedding (pg. 48)

  • oval crib bedding (pg.18)

  • window treatments (pg. 21)

  • cradle bedding (opposite)

  • bassinet bedding (pg. 44)

signature collection by Bratt Decor

serafina collection
chelsea cradle: $539  |  serafina 
cradle set w/white bows: $230  

cream bows gold bowspink bows blush bowsblue bows pewter bows
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joy canopy distressed white
joy canopy crib: $699  |  chelsea darling 
dresser: $1179  |  chelsea changing tray: 
$159  |  benjamin crib bumper: $190    
benjamin crib sheet: $60  |  benjamin crib 
skirt: $170  |  tufted glider: $770   |   tufted 
ottoman: $218   |   emerson rug: $370     
royal mirror: $276   |   rose globe: $538
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Bratt Decor offers a beautiful selection of baby, stroller, and crib blankets. Pair them with 

decorative pillows and more to keep your little one bundled and swaddled in style. From $36.



parisian distressed white
parisian 3 in 1 crib (opposite): $759  |  madison crib bumper (opposite): $450  |  jersey crib 
sheet (opposite): $20  |  madison crib skirt (opposite): $575  |  elegance mirror (opposite): $186    
couture feathered chandelier (opposite): $768  |  chelsea night stand: $329  |  chelsea armoire: 
$1839  |  chelsea bookcase: $549  |  chelsea dresser: $1339  | chelsea changing tray: $159
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chelsea antique silver
chelsea sleigh crib (opposite): $989  |  chelsea armoire (opposite): $1839  |  riley 
crib bumper (opposite): $190  |  riley crib sheet (opposite): $60  |  riley crib skirt 
(opposite): $170  |  evo flokati round rug (opposite): $580  |  chelsea dresser: 
$1339  |  chelsea changing tray: $159  |  chelsea night stand: $329  |  chelsea 
cradle: $539  |  chelsea dot cradle set: $218  |  chelsea bookcase: $549
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parisian gold
parisian 3 in 1 crib: $759  |  parisian 
daybed kit: $159  |  chelsea darling 
dresser: $1179  |  navy flannel crib 
sheet: $20  |  aventura glider: $460    
sunburst mirror: $278  |  athena 
chandelier: $406  |  rylan rug: $385
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chelsea white
chelsea sleigh crib: $989  |  sofia crib 
bumper: $350  |  pink flannel crib sheet: 
$20  |  sofia crib skirt: $280  |  chelsea darling 
dresser: $1179  |  chelsea changing tray: 
$159  |  chelsea cradle: $539  |  chelsea 
dot cradle set: $218  |  urban sheepskin 
rug: $420  |  midcentury floor lamp: $558  
chevron rug: $190



J’adore Iron Oval Sleep System

The J’adore Iron Oval Sleep 

System is contemporary, timeless, 

and drop-dead gorgeous. This 

3-in-1 system is available in four 

sophisticated finishes: Gold, 

Pewter, Distressed Black, and 

Distressed White. This piece works 

perfectly with any of our luxury 

changers and case goods. 

The oval cradle is a petite gem. 

The lyrical iron scrollwork and 

sophisticated styling create an 

instant heirloom for your newborn. 

This piece comes complete with a 

cradle pad. 

There’s nothing like the crib. It is 

haute design at its best, combining 

unparalleled quality, sophisticated 

style, and brilliant convertibility. 

Plus, the luxury oval mattress is 

included. Choose from an array of 

bedding options or keep it sleek 

and simple!

The timelessness of iron shines 

through in the optional daybed  

kit. It extends the life of this 

designer must-have and ensures 

style throughout your toddler’s 

growing years.

j’adore pewter
j’adore crib-cradle: $899  |  chelsea dresser: $1339  |  chelsea changing tray: $159  |  willow oval 
crib bumper: $220  |  willow oval crib sheet: $62  |  willow oval crib skirt: $160  |  urban sheepskin 
rug: $620  |  tuxedo floor lamp: $558  |  midcentury rocker: $196  |  willow oval cradle bumper 
(opposite): $196  |  willow oval cradle sheet (opposite): $48  |  willow oval cradle skirt (opposite): 
$130  |  j’adore daybed kit (opposite): $139  |  classic oval crib sheet (opposite): $62



serafina bassinet w/white color palette - blush: $400   |   royal mirror: $276 serafina bassinet w/white color palette - pewter: $400   |   royal mirror: $276



joy canopy distressed black
joy canopy crib: $699  |  classic changing 
chest: $529  |  monogrammed classic 
armoire: $879  |  kennedy crib bumper: 
$430  |  white jersey crib sheet: $20    
kennedy crib skirt: $430  |  mchenry lamp: 
$300  |  mystic rug: $370
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joy canopy gold
joy canopy crib: $699  |  serafina crib bumper: $240  |  serafina crib sheet: $60  |  serafina 
crib skirt: $170  |  victoria chandelier: $608  |  urban sheepskin rug: $420  |  elegance 
mirror: $186  |  joy toddler bed kit: $338  |  classic double changing chest: $899



casablanca pewter
casablanca crib: $699  |  gretta crib 
sheet: $94  |  gretta crib skirt: $170    
casablanca toddler bed kit: $418   
flora pewter chandelier: $258  |  sterling 
decorative pillow: $130
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casablanca distressed white
casablanca crib: $699  |  classic changing chest: $529  |  monogrammed classic armoire: 
$879  |  evo flokati round rug: $580  |  savannah rocker: $2460  |  layla gold mirror: $230
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joy and j’adore gold
joy crib: $599  |  joy changer: $399  |  buttercup crib bumper: $190  |  buttercup crib sheet: $60    
buttercup crib skirt: $170  |  elegance mirror: $186  |  athena chandelier: $406  |  j’adore crib-cradle 
(opposite): $899  |  j’adore oval crib bumper (opposite): $150  |  classic oval crib sheet (opposite): 
$62  |  j’adore oval crib skirt (opposite): $66  |  metallic hemp rug (opposite): $472



chelsea darling distressed black
chelsea darling crib-cradle: $1199   
chelsea darling dresser: $1179  |  chelsea 
changing tray: $159  |  becca darling crib 
bumper: $90  |  becca oval crib sheet: $70    
becca darling crib skirt: $70  |  ornate 
beaded mirror: $252  |  urban sheepskin 
rug: $620  |  newport ottoman: $240    
serafina curtains (2 panels): $260 - $300
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joy canopy pewter
joy canopy crib: $699    
chelsea dresser: $1339    
chelsea changing tray: 
$159  |  alexa crib bumper: 
$230  |  alexa crib sheet: 
$60  |  alexa crib skirt: $210    
ophelia dove glider: $738    
ophelia dove ottoman: 
$358  |  royal mirror: $276    
radiance rug: $1210    
brittany chandelier: $378
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j’adore distressed black
j’adore crib-cradle (opposite): 
$899  |  classic oval cradle sheet 
(opposite): $48  |  classic oval crib 
sheet (opposite): $62  |  j’adore 
daybed kit (opposite): $169    
black meridian pendant lamp 
(opposite): $148  |  classic changing 
chest: $529  |  midcentury rocker: 
$196  |  yellow zebra rug: $120  
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joy pewter
joy crib (opposite): $599   
cosmopolitan 3 piece crib set 
(opposite): $340  |  maiden 
wallpaper: $75/roll  |  hot pink 
teardrop chandelier: $173   
urban sheepskin rug: $420  |  joy 
toddler bed kit: $338  |  white 
jersey crib sheet: $20  |  joy 
changer: $399  |  ruxton glider: 
$1700  |  ruxton ottoman: $350
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parisian pewter
parisian 3 in 1 crib: $759  |  harper 
crib bumper: $350  |  white jersey 
crib sheet: $20  |  harper crib 
skirt: $280  |  parisian toddler 
bed kit: $318
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joy distressed black
joy crib: $599  |  canton crib bumper: $232  |  canton crib sheet: $66  |  canton 
crib skirt: $137  |  joy changer: $399  |  joy daybed kit: $169  |  soho chandelier: 
$338  |  joy toddler bed kit (opposite): $338  |  rylan rug (opposite): $385
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